
Big EDM – Ethnic EDM is an action packed, loud and massively complex EDM samples pack 
made to spice up you mixes to the max! Getting you hands on this pack for surely guarantee 
you a successful, beautiful and hard hitting track that promoters, fans, friends and even 
complete strangers will fall in love with! Our team went to work on this pack to assure you 
the perfect ethnic sound, with hard hitting drums, catchy melodies, tangy cymbals and crispy 
presets that you can abuse until you get your banger completed! 
 
Ethnic EDM has a broad history. Also known as Ethnic Electronica, Ethnic EDM combines 
elements of Electronic and World Music. It was first crafted somewhere around the 1990s in 
the United Kingdom. Some notable producers of Ethnic Electronica are acts like Bryn Jones 
(Muslimgauze), Asian Dub Foundation, Joi, State of Bengal, Transglobal Underground, 
Natacha Atlas, Mozani Ramzan, Shpongle, Home Sweet Somewhere, Ott, Zavoloka, Linda 
George, Banco de Gaia, AeTopus, Zingaia, Afro-Celt Sound System, and MANY more! All 
these producers crafted some of the most affective Ethnic EDM in their time, and some are 
still crafting to this day! If you want to be like them, you NEED to grab a copy of this pack! 
 
Hearing the rumbling drums of Ethnic EDM is enough to get anyone pumped up. But follow 
that up with the amazing Melodies and FX and you have created art. EDM is an art form, no 
matter the genre, producer or the way it’s made. Getting you hands on Big EDM – Ethnic 
EDM will make you like a painter, acting as your brush on the canvas that is your DAW. 
 
You need to know what comes in this beefy pack, check it out: 
• 7 Construction Kits 
• 13 Drum Loops 
• 12 Kicks 
• 4 Melody Loops 
• 11 Spire Presets  
• 5 Sylenth1 Presets 


